
 State swings spell
 howarcTs end

 Paul D.Williams

 It has become a truism that Australian politics over
 the past decade have witnessed unprecedented
 levels of electoral volatility. The major parties have
 lost ground to minor parties and Independents as

 voters have grown increasingly disillusioned with the
 perceived failure of governments to "listen". Recent
 state election results in Western Australia and
 Queensland have demonstrated that voters, in their
 collective pique, now make commonplace swings of a
 magnitude that, years before, were unimaginable. This
 article reflects upon these results and, with an eye to the

 probable issues of the forthcoming federal election,
 explores a possible future of the Howard Government.
 In doing so, two arguments are advanced. The first is
 that policy and current issues are set to play a role more
 significant than that of leadership itself. And second,
 that the Liberal and National Party (LNP) Coalition
 appears at a disadvantage relative to the Australian
 Labor Party (ALP) Opposition in terms of policies
 salient to an anxious electorate. In short, the evidence
 indicates that the Howard Government is set for a

 significant rebuff at the next federal election.

 Western Australia
 Overwhelming evidence for impending electoral
 disaster for the federal Coalition lies in the results of
 recent state elections. The first electoral contest of the

 year, the Western Australian election of 10 February
 2001, saw Richard Court's LNP Government defeated in

 a record 11.2 per cent primary swing with the loss of 14
 seats. This result, however, could not be read as a
 comprehensive endorsement of the ALP Opposition
 which increased its primary vote only marginally by 1.4
 per cent. Instead, minor parties were the principal
 beneficiaries of a protest vote in which Pauline
 Hanson's One Nation (PHON) attracted 9.6 per cent and
 the Greens 7.8 per cent (up 3.1 per cent). Importantly,

 Other' candidates, of which the renegade 'Liberals for
 Forests' comprised a significant part, won four Lower
 House seats with 7.9 per cent (up 6.9 per cent) of the

 vote. Three conclusions can be drawn from this result.

 First, the Coalition, in losing the advantage of
 incumbency, is no longer perceived as the 'natural'
 party of government in the west. Second, minor parties
 on both the left and the right are in a position to
 capitalize upon the electorate's critical dissatisfaction
 with both major parties. And third, while the ALP did
 not enjoy the express confidence of a majority of voters,
 it did, however, receive the bulk of minor party second
 preferences to forge a preferred endorsement. By all
 accounts, the Coalition's position appears tremulous.

 Queensland
 The Queensland State election of 17 February 2001
 occurred in quite different circumstances. Despite the
 embarrassing revelations stemming from the
 Shepherdson Inquiry into vote rorting, Labor Premier
 Peter Beattie mounted a strongly populist, indeed
 'Presidential', campaign from which the ALP emerged

 with 48.9 per cent (up 10.0 per cent) of the primary vote
 and with 66 (up 22) of the Legislative Assembly's 89
 seats. While the swing against the Coalition was
 marginal, it must be remembered that the LNP had
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 already suffered an extensive haemorrhaging of
 support at the 1998 state poll. This year, the Coalition's
 vote reached a nadir of 28.5 per cent, an amount shared
 evenly between the Liberal and National parties. In
 terms of representation, it is the Liberals who have
 suffered most. In holding only three seats, the Liberal
 vote has collapsed even in its heartland Brisbane and
 Sunshine Coast seats. A critical movement was also

 recorded against PHON. Several causes lie behind One
 Nation's lacklustre vote share of just 8.7 per cent (down
 14.0 per cent). First, One Nation stood candidates in
 only 39 seats, half its 1998 field. Second, the Hanson
 group competed directly for populist right support with
 the City-Country Alliance (CCA), the bastard child of
 One Nation that split acrimoniously from the parent
 party in 1999. And third, PHON suffered the ignominy
 of continued negative publicity, including questions of
 financial accountability, police raids on its offices and,
 finally, deregistration as a party. PHON's primary vote
 in Queensland appears to have been derived almost
 entirely from the conservative parties and now rests at a
 level commensurate with its levels of support in

 Western Australia. This evidence suggests that support
 for the populist right peaked in the late 1990s and has
 now reached a plateau of around 10 per cent.
 Importantly, support for Independent and Other' party
 candidates surged in Queensland to 8.6 per cent (up 4.3
 per cent), with five Independents now represented in
 the Legislative Assembly. On this evidence, the non
 Labor forces in Queensland find themselves as
 fractured and as vulnerable as their Western
 counterparts, whereas the Queensland ALP, unlike its

 Western sibling, enjoys robust support.

 South Australia
 Although not due until early 2002, South Australia's
 state election is likely to occur before the federal poll
 later this year. This state, however, is likely to produce a
 different set of implications. In the absence of recent
 election results, this section relies upon the latest
 available public opinion data. The incumbent South
 Australian LNP Government has struggled for political
 ascendancy since being reduced to minority status at
 the 1997 election, despite winning 51.5 per cent of the
 two-party-preferred (2PP) vote. A recent Newspoll
 plotted Coalition support at 43 per cent with the ALP

 trailing at 37 per cent. In a pattern consistent with other
 states, Other' candidates are currently attracting
 around 20 per cent support. Local issues will
 undoubtedly dominate the campaign, with the health
 of the economy and the parlous state of the privatized
 electricity industry at the forefront. While the LNP's
 minority status and tenuous command of a vulnerable
 local economy augur badly for the Coalition, the ALP's
 feeble record in Opposition may offset any potential
 loss for the conservatives. The Newspoll data bears this
 out.

 The Federal Context
 Extrapolating isolated state results onto the federal
 arena is always hazardous. However, given the
 enormity of the electoral movements discussed above,
 in addition to the ALP's dominance in the more
 populous states of New South Wales and Victoria,
 several general inferences can be made as to the
 prognosis of the federal Coalition. In doing so, this
 section rounds out the analysis by factoring in those
 issues and developments most likely to bear influence
 on federal voting intention.

 Ryan By-election
 The result of the by-election for the federal seat of

 Ryan on 17 March 2001 provides further insight into the
 health of the federal Coalition. Caused by the unforced
 resignation of former Defence Minister, John Moore,
 the by-election became more than the usual litmus test
 for levels of party support. In what was a "blue-ribbon"
 Liberal seat since its creation in 1949, the Liberals' crisis

 began in 2000 amid accusations of ethnic branch
 stacking. Following a heated preselection, Liberal
 candidate, Bob Tucker, struggled in a campaign in
 which Prime Minister Howard made three personal
 appearances. Against mounting public hostility toward
 the issues discussed below, the ALP's Leonie Short, after

 a week of protracted counting, emerged the winner
 with a 9.7 per cent 2PP swing. Given that 54 Coalition
 seats would be lost to Labor in a uniform national swing
 of similar magnitude, dismay among Government
 Members is to be expected. Coalition morale could
 hardly have been lifted by recent public opinion polls
 that have plotted Coalition support consistently at less
 than 40 percent.
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 Picture by Steve Holland. Ryan By-election.

 ...the evidence indicates that the Howard

 Government is set for a significant rebuff
 at the next federal election

 Federal Issues
 The first issue, and of greatest potential as a source of
 voter anger, is the GST: the dominant theme of the 1993
 and 1998 federal elections. Despite opinion polls in the
 post-implementation period indicating an overall
 endorsement of the new tax system, the impact of the
 GST appears to have eroded Coalition support on three
 fronts. First, the complexities faced by small business in
 completing the mandatory Business Activity
 Statements (BAS); second, the perceived "clawback" of
 the compensatory increase for pensioners; and third,
 the inflationary pressures themselves on the cost of
 living. While it was a key Coalition pledge that the
 impact of the GST would be shared equally across the
 community, paradoxically it is small business operators
 and pensioners - traditionally core Liberal Party
 constituents - who have articulated the loudest
 criticisms.

 A second, and widely anticipated, issue is the cost of
 fuel. Again, while it is logical to assume that lower
 income voters would react most adversely, it appears
 that traditional conservative constituents - farmers,

 and multiple vehicle owners from leafy suburbs - are

 equally irate. The Ryan by-election result suggests that
 the Prime Minister's belated removal of automatic

 petrol price indexing did nothing to assuage
 conservative voters' wrath.

 Central to the Prime Minister's vacillation on petrol
 pricing is a third issue: the question of leadership.
 Anecdotal evidence indicates that many voters saw
 Howard's move on fuel excise as little more than
 panicked capitulation on the hustings and, more
 critically, as a case of "too little, too late". Add to this
 similar "backflips" on the simplification of BAS and the
 taxing of family trusts and an image of weak,
 reactionary leadership emerges. Ironically, Howard's
 claim to 'strong' leadership may have been enhanced
 had he nof yielded to base media pressure.

 A fourth issue, and one central to the Coalition's re

 election strategy, is the maintenance of the
 Government's credentials as prudent economic
 managers. Despite such positive indicators as low
 interest rates, the LNP Government's fiscal reputation
 has been battered by the falling Australian dollar. In
 addition, the Coalition's campaign war-chest has been
 severely compromised by the $1.3 billion Budget
 shortfall following the lower-than-expected sale price
 of the 3G digital telephone network.

 The perception of the Howard Government's lack of
 a longer term 'vision' constitutes a fifth issue. Mounting
 evidence suggests that traditional Liberal Party
 adherents residing in inner metropolitan "blue
 ribbon" seats no longer subscribe to the Howard values
 so reminiscent of Menzian liberalism. Instead, it
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 appears that inner-city Liberals are adopting
 progressive ideological positions closer to that of the
 ALP, particularly in terms of the Republic, immigration
 and Aboriginal Reconciliation. The majority 'Yes' vote
 in the electorates of Ryan and Bennelong - Howard's
 own electorate - at the 1999 Republican referendum
 support this hypothesis. Add to this any perception of
 Coalition pandering to PHON in the pursuit of second
 preferences and progressive urban Liberals will have
 been further alienated from the Howard campaign.

 the Liberal and National parties face a
 probable electoral catastrophe at the
 forthcoming federal election

 As outlined above, this article argues that leadership,
 while important, will be subsumed as an electoral
 determinant by the impact of issues and policy. This is
 supported by recent public opinion data on the
 "salience", or relevance, of key issues to voters. In
 surveying the importance voters attach to federal
 issues, for example, Newspoll found that leadership (58
 per cent) ranked only eighth in a list of 15 nominated
 issues. Electors instead rated Education (77 per cent)
 and Health / Medicare (74 per cent) as their most
 pressing concerns: two issues on which the electorate
 has consistently regarded the ALP as the most
 competent managers. Critically, while surveys also
 indicate voters' superior confidence in the Coalition as
 sound economic managers, recent Newspoll data also
 reveal that such issues as taxation and industrial
 relations reform, and the maintenance of low inflation

 and interest rates, are of lesser importance to electors.
 In short, the Coalition's economic strengths are today
 less relevant to voters than are the social infrastructure
 issues of which the ALP has full command.

 Conclusion
 Five conclusions can be drawn from the above
 discussion. The first, and most apparent, is that the
 Liberal and National parties face a probable electoral
 catastrophe at the forthcoming federal election. The
 recent Western Australia and Queensland state election
 results support this assumption and suggest that the
 Coalition is suffering from fundamental image and
 policy difficulties that cut across state boundaries.
 Second, the fact that safe inner metropolitan Liberal
 seats, such as Ryan, have the potential to register record
 swings suggests that traditional Liberal Party identifiers
 are undergoing an ideological realignment, an
 outcome that augurs badly for the long-term future of
 the party. Third, while the ALP continues to perform

 well in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, data
 from Western Australian and South Australia suggest
 that the ALP cannot automatically be regarded as the
 primary beneficiary of anti-Coalition sentiment,
 although Australia's lower house preferential voting
 system will, however, ensure the ALP profits. This
 assumption tapers into a fourth conclusion: that the
 electorate's flirtation with minor parties and
 Independent candidates has yet to abate. Indeed, both
 PHON and the Greens may each procure additional
 Senators by virtue of that chamber's proportional
 representation voting system. Lastly, the increasing
 vote share attracted by minor players, and the
 magnitude of the electoral movements themselves,
 reveal that, above all else, the Australian electorate
 remains highly volatile.
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